Abstract: A performance is a common adventure, the result of the "confrontation" of several creators who meet, each of them bringing the perspective of their own domain, in order to decipher a play that is meant to be represented on stage. The musical satisfies the contemporary audience's need for novelty and dynamism, as its main characteristic is the bringing together of arts: theatre -through acting, literature -through the libretto, music -through scores and vocal interpretation, dance, and painting -through scenography. The 13 th edition of Gala Vedetelor -VedeTEatru, 2016, the Festival organized by George Ciprian Theatre in Buzău, had MUSIC as its main celebrity. The audiences could attend some of the best performances of dance theatre, concert-theatre, or musicals, such as: ArtOrchestra, directed by Horia Suru, Zic Zac, performed by its young creators Andrea Gavriliu and Ştefan Lupu, or West Side Story, created by the choreographer-director Răzvan Mazilu.
creator and coordinator of the vision he offers to the audience, or in comparison to the scenographer's work, who creates the performing space through their plastic representation, or the actor, who uses their suggestive power and their gestural-corporal and vocal dynamics to convey a character, as all of them work together to create the complete picture. The performance becomes the result of the "confrontation" between these artists, each of them bringing the perspective of their own domain, in order to decipher a play that is meant to be represented on stage, wishing that the audience understands their message.
Nowadays, the extreme developments in technology give all "consumers" the possibility to engage with art. The artwork can be recorded, videotaped, multiplied, and delivered to the inhabitants of the "global village", at an almost unbelievable speed. Images and sounds unreel quickly, and the fast-paced montage of music videos and ads is, to a certain extent, the reigning force of contemporary art. The theatre critic Maria Zănescu wrote in Muzici şi muze: de la piesa de teatru la musical that the changes in the cultural area of the 21 st century bear the obligation of instilling a new spiritual dynamic in the artistic offer, as well. "The modern consumer feels the need of a (theatrical) product that can satisfy their immediate necessities, a product that we can identify in an ages-old type of performance, which only got its name in 18 th century America: the musical. [...] A popular type of theatrical performance (not only in the United States, where it developed to the statute of a national genre, but also in many other countries across the world), the musical satisfies the contemporary audience's need for novelty and dynamism, as its main characteristic is the bringing together of arts: theatre -through acting, literature -through the libretto, music -through scores and vocal interpretation, dance, and painting -through scenography (set design and costumes)." 1 This mix of music, dance, acting, spectacular sets and costumes, and a well-made libretto can be the recipe for success, for winning over spectators 1 Maria Zǎrnescu, Muzici şi muze: de la piesa de teatru la musical, Bucureşti, Editura Nemira, 2016, pp. 6-7, a book that was published during the 13 th edition of Gala Vedetelor, VedeTEatru, the 13 th edition, Buzǎu, 2016. with the most varied preferences. The result is a total artwork that can make use, in equal measure, of dramatic literature, music, dance, or painting, in a unified whole. In turn, the musical performers must be total actors, with various abilities: acting, singing, dancing, as well as having a great sense of humour and charm, and knowing how to play different instruments. Then, there is also the specificity of producing a musical, which involves many artists. "The list is very long and it grows, as the genre evolves: script writer, composer, text writer, producer, director, actors, singers, dancers, comedians, special performers (illusionists, prestidigitators, acrobats), choreographer, musical director, conductor, orchestrator, arranger, vocal trainer, orchestra, scenographer, light-designer, dressers, sound engineers, various types of assistants, technicians and stagehands" -as Maria Zărnescu writes in the aforementioned book. 2 Peter Brook himself wrote in The Empty Space that the musical can be the true meeting of the arts, on condition that it is well made. And developing the director's view for a musical can be a more pleasant experience than any other type of theatre. Which stands to prove that the musical is seen as both an accessible and an appreciated form of performance not only in the United States, where it was created, but also in many other countries.
In Romania, where there is a tradition in the comedy genre, especially due to Caragiale's spirit, the musical responds to this "specific predilection of the Romanian nation" through one of its major characteristics -self-irony. Through its capacity of self-ridiculing, the musical can meet the Romanian audiences' wish for comedy. Perhaps this was one of the reasons why the main celebrity at the 13 th edition of Gala Vedetelor -VedeTEatru, 2016, the Festival organized by George Ciprian Theatre in Buzău was -MUSIC -"Character, magic, emotion, inspiration, and, mostly, universal language of the spirit." The audiences could attend some of the best performances of dance theatre, concert-theatre, or musicals, both for grown-ups and children (in a special section!).
The Grand Prize of the Official Section was won, ex-aequo, by two of the most spectacular performances of the present moment, which have also been selected in other festivals: ArtOrchestra (which has also won the Public's Prize), directed by Horia Suru and featured in the current repertoire of the I. L. Caragiale National Theatre in Bucharest, and Zic Zac, created by the young Andrea Gavriliu and Ştefan Lupu, a co-production of I. L. Caragiale National University of Theatre and Cinema, and GODOT Cafe-Teatru. There was also an Excellence Award, which was given to choreographer-director Răzvan Mazilu and the cast of West Side Story, for the encouraging and promotion of musical performance.
Music is an extremely important element of any performance -be it the case of a simple musical illustration, or that of original music or even live music. As Horia Suru states, the potential of music in a performance is so extremely great, that sometimes a single sound can develop the storyline, it can set or nuance the atmosphere and become one of the main elements of acting. The performers of ArtOrchestra recall that they started working to "build" a musical performance using a double concept, music and comedy, theatre and music, in which the verbal language would be replaced by the musical one, and the comedy would be enhanced by music. It has been said that ArtOrchestra is neither a concert, nor musical theatre, not even musical improvisation. "It is more of an acting exercise. [...] It is a little bit of everything, in a game at which you laugh… in all seriousness, with 3 actors and another 20 partners… or musical instruments. The orchestra of the National Theatre turns the concert into a theatrical performance, in which the instruments go crazy, and the artists become continuations of the sounds. In a comical battle for supremacy of the stage, which is fought on life and death by three musicians, the young actors Emilian Mârnea, Petre Ancuţa, and Florin Călbăjos play with some of the most surprising theatrical means. It is a concert presented on stage as a joyful, resonant, rhythmic story." The uniqueness of this performance among other current creations in the theatre is given by the originality of the staging -a comedy where lines are replaced by musical dialogue. Theatre critic Ileana Lucaciu also noted that the actors " 'speak' through music, their partner, through more than ten instruments, which become the means for supporting the 'conflict', the wish of each one of them to win the audience over. And they achieve this performance. [...] ActOrchestra spectacularly develops a special comedy on a witty script. [...] The three actors casually go through manifold famous musical motifs, from classical music to rock, using a lot of instruments, as well as their vocal abilities. Each actor expressively renders the typology of a character involved in the 'conflict' of the battle for affirmation, in the company of their instrument-partners [...] they prove a proficiency in music and the original creation of characters through posture, gesture and movement." 5 Andrea Gavriliu, the main creator of the inedite mix of movement, speech and music that she has, just as creatively, named Zic Zac (the second performance awarded with the Grand Prize!), tried to bring together in this performance acting and her passion for dance, believing that the most adequate collocation for "defining" what she imagined, together with Ştefan Lupu, her on-stage partner, is -"physical theatre". The two use gestures and dance moves to create images that permanently join with musical sounds and, scarcely, words, in a genuine rhythmic torrent of bodies that arch, struggle, search for each other, find each other and drive each other away, in a perpetual movement of the senses, of musical fragments that have a "leading role", along with dance. It is a performance in which the main "tool" is not a piece of writing, but the moving body, dancing on suggestive tunes. The theatre critic Oltiţa Cîntec remarked that, in this performance, "Everything is natural, fluid, juicy, and, most of all, very much alive! It is a sort of playing, but a serious one, in which nothing is left to hazard. The choreographic script depicts two young people in natural situations for their age and preoccupations. The set is the interior of a club, in which an extravagant DJ mixes sequence after sequence moments that are typical to any contemporary youngster: job, clubbing, love, disappointment, absurd. This unfolds dynamically, under the perfect control of the two dancers, it is animated and surprising in each frame. Impeccably imagined and performed by the two artists." 6 However, most of the times, "musical" performances are inspired by a play for the creation of the libretto. The best examples, in this regard, are: My Fair Lady, which is based on George Bernard Shaw's play Pygmalion, or West Side Story, which has its source in the well-known Shakespeare play Romeo and Juliet. West Side Story has a complex score, a dense and ever-actual text, even though its first performance took place on September 26 th , 1957, on Broadway. The battle of rival Puerto Rican and American gangs in 1950s New York turns the sad love story of two young people, modern days Romeo and Juliet, in a genuine contemporary "myth". The performance staged by choreographer-director Răzvan Mazilu adapts the "Story" to the realities of the 21 st century. However, the translation of Stephen Sondheim's lyrics keeps close to the spirit of the times and place depicted by the librettist Arthur Laurents. West Side Story is a production of the 2014 National Theatre Festival and UNITER, an idea of the festival's director, Maria Constantinescu. In the press conference that was held on the opening night, Răzvan Mazilu stated: "A team of young actors tries to prove that theatre and dance transcend problems and unite us. They also try to show that these things are not just ready-made expressions, grand words, and that theatre, even if it doesn't instantly change the world, will forever bring people together, making them meditate for those two hours on their condition and their problems." 7 On an empty stage, which is mostly sculpted by the colour of the light, with no décor or impressive visual aids, the power of the young actors' work and of the music is thus emphasized. Light design accentuates the body, it creates emotions, enriches or comments the stage events. Through his concept, the director lets the spectator choose from the multitude of nuances and sounds 6 http://agenda.liternet.ro/articol/21186/Oltita-Cintec/De-vazut-si-revazut-Zic-Zac.html Oltiţa Cîntec, 2014, De vǎzut şi revǎzut-Zic Zac, LiterNet.ro. 7 http://www.uniter.ro/razvan-mazilu-explica-de-ce-este-west-side-story-manifestul-uneigeneratii/ Uniter, 2015, Răzvan Mazilu explică de ce este "West Side Story" manifestul unei generații, UNITER.
that are given to them. It is a well-known fact that dance contributes to the visual force of any musical. It can make comments on the action or push the conflict further, through the dynamic of corporal expression. In this performance, dance scenes serve a real dramatic purpose. "West Side Story is the coming together of all the incandescent energies brought on stage by several dozens of young people who are willing to give everything and expect to receive everything. A performance that gives this young theatre school graduates not just the opportunity to prove themselves, but more than that the chance to re-evaluate, on their own, what needs to be tempered and what must be intensified each time they are on stage. A vital lesson." 8 Musical performances, beneficial fusions of theatre, music and dance, are, unfortunately, rather rare in the programs of dramatic theatre, both the "repertoire" and the "project-based" ones. Perhaps the actors don't always have the required training for this type of performance, or perhaps the people in charge of designing the repertoires are not open to this type of creation… Who knows, maybe, in time, the new generations of creators will change their perception of this type of performance, and the audience will be given more frequently the possibility to watch productions like the ones we have just discussed.
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